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A mother is a person who seeing there are only four pieces of pie for five people, promptly announces she never did
care for pie.
- Tenneva Jordan
It's Mother's Day this weekend ... a chance for us to honor women in our midst who have had such a deep influence on us! It's going to be a great day!
Don't forget to do something nice for the Mom's in your life this weekend ...
Nutley & New Brunswick // Love Doctor Part 2
- Looking forward to continuing with this series ... Tim & Colleen are on stage together for this inside look at how their marriage functions!
- During the "offering prep" portion of the morning we are going to be showing people come pictures from the 5k and thank them for making that
possible!
- During offering we are showing a cut down version of this video "honoring" Moms.
- At the end of the message Tim will be mentioning that next Sunday we are having Rebekah Lyons joining us! (The attached invite will be handed out by
ushers at the end of the service)
- Response: No response.
- As people leave we will be also mentioning that people can pick up a copy of this week's message as a gift for a friend.
Morristown // Love Doctor Part 3 // Rebekah Lyons Visiting!
- During this week's message Tim will be inviting Rebekah on stage with him for an interview. [click here to learn more about Rebekah and her book.]
- During the "offering prep" portion of the morning we are going to be showing people come pictures from the 5k and thank them for making that
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possible!
- During offering we are showing a cut down version of this video "honoring" Moms.
- Response: No response.
- As people leave we will be also mentioning that people can pick up a copy of last week's message as a gift for a friend.
- We will be selling autographed copies of Rebehak's book after the services in the alcove outside of Executive 1. The books are $20 a piece ... or $30
for 2 (we're hoping people will pick one up for a friend.) We're take cash or credit cards. There will be two signs set up to help draw people's attention
to the book sales. (Graphic attached for your previewing pleasure.)

Rich
p.s. I've been reading the book "Mastering the Rockefeller Habits: What You Must Do to Increase the Value of Your Growing Organization" ... totally
awkward title but it's been insightful for what we do. [Here's a summary of the book.]

[book a phone call]
Rich Birch
PASTOR OF OPERATIONS
fac ebook / twitter / skype: richbirc h cell: 908 312 0003
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